
Director Sir Lecture Talk Session  
 
The whole lecture was about the universal standard way of living. How should one live, How 
should one behave at different phases of life, What should one do in a dilemma situation. Mainly 
Sir was focussing on the learnings from the surrounding. He has divided his whole talk into 
some episodes. Each episode was related to the Greats of the past or Sirs experience itself. 
 
Episode 1: 
In the first episode, he talked about the great Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel. He was a successful 
lawyer. Sir talked about how passionately he was dedicated to his job. In spite of the fact he 
had a telegram in his pocket describing the inauspicious news of his wife’s health, he didn’t 
open and saw it unless he was done with his hearing. 
 
Episode 2: 
In Second episode he mentioned the Father of the Nation Mahatma Gandhi Ji. He was 
supposed to inaugurate a school but he refuged. The Gandhiji had shared his views on why he 
should not inaugurate the school. 
 
Episode 3: 
In the third episode, Sir presented the story of two technocrats of being interviewed having the 
same level of education and intelligence in every field the job demands. But the authorities had 
to select one for higher post and other for lower but both jobs were of top-level designation in 
the company. After spending a lot of time interviewers could not decide who will get the better 
post, so they decided to spell the words. The interview in frustration said loudly ‘GO OUT’. One 
interviewee simply left the room while the other spell it. The latter was appointed for higher 
designation. 
 
Episode 4: 
This episode was related to Alexander The Great. He was on the death-bed. He had three 
wishes and asked his generals to please carry them without fail. His first wish was that his 
physicians alone must carry his coffin. Second, the path leading to his grave must bestrew with 
gold, silver and precious stones which are there in his treasury while his body would be carried 
to be buried. Last, his both hands should be kept out of his coffin. Each wish has a deep 
meaning which sir has discussed properly. 
 
Note: Ma’am, I have already shared the assignment given by the Director sir to you and 
Saurabh Sir. 
 


